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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

Saxo Bank offers clients online trading in Fu-
tures Spreads from the main Exchange around 
the world starting with Globex and rolling-out 
gradually to Europe and APAC exchanges.

Futures Spreads are tradable from the award-
winning downloadable SaxoTrader, web-based 
WebTrader, SaxoTrader for iPhone, Android and 
iPad.

Saxo Bank supports Limit and Market orders on 
Futures Spreads, Stop orders are not supported.

The initial margins listed in Online contracts 
specification are the collateral per contract that 
clients must have in their account to open a po-
sition. 

With the introduction of Risk Based Portfolio 
Margin on Futures Spread positions, Saxo Bank 
will be able to apply lower margins on spread 
positions, while maintaining sufficient margin 
levels reflecting the actual risk on the client’s po-
sitions more closely.

Clients must maintain the Maintenance Mar-
gins listed per Futures Spread contract in their 
account at all times. If the funds in an account 
fall below this margin, clients will be subject to a 
margin call to either deposit more funds to cover 
positions or close positions. If the margin situa-
tion is not remedied, Saxo Bank may close posi-
tions on a client’s behalf.

Saxo Bank charges clients a per-lot fee to trade 
futures, where the fee is dependent on the num-
ber of futures contracts the client trades in the 
previous calendar month. The higher the vol-
ume, the lower the per-lot fee. New clients are 

priced based on an estimated volume for their 
first month. When trading Futures Spread as it 
involves two legs, the clients will be charged two 
legs.

Commissions for Futures spread are the same as 
for Futures Contract. From 0 to 5,000 lots per 
month they are visible on the Saxobank.com. 
Above 5,000 lots per month the client can ex-
pect bespoke pricing.

Saxo Bank Futures Spread Unique Sell-
ing Points

• Roll over the next front month very easily

•  Trade Futures Spread Strategies on agricul-
tural products, oil and energies, base metals, 
precious metals, bonds, currencies, short-
term interest rates, live stocks, softs and 
stock indices from one trading platform and 
enjoy margin benefits.

• Free access to Globex real-time market data 
for Saxo bank’s customers 

• Free Hightower report, the comprehensive 
daily research on the Futures markets avail-
able directly through Saxo Bank’s platforms 
for all live clients.

• Use stocks and bonds to fund your account 
and as collateral.

• Create a varied online investment portfolio 
on one single account – choose from a broad 
range of Futures , Forex, CFDs, Stocks and 
Options and create an ideal investment port-
folio
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PRODUCT FEATURES

1. Tradable instruments

 All Futures Spread are listed on an exchange. The Full list of exchanges on which they trade can be 
seen in the table in appendix 1, but below there is a summary of key contracts available and their 
product groups.

Product Groups Key Contracts

Agriculture Cocoa, Coffee, Corn, Soybean, Wheat, Sugar, Cattle, Hogs, …

Energy Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Heating Oil, Gasoline...

Equity Index S&P 500, NASDAQ-100, Dow Jones, …

FX EUR/USD, GBP/USD,…

Interest Rates STIRs (EURODollar, … ) 
US-Treasuries, …

Metals Gold, Silver, Copper, …

2. Trading Platforms

 Futures Spread are tradable from the award-winning downloadable SaxoTrader, web-based WebT-
rader, SaxoTrader for iPhone, Android and iPad.

3. Orders supported

 Limit and market orders are supported

4. Expiry of Futures Spread

 A Futures Spread expires at the expiry of the front month futures contract. Either at the cash settle 
expiry or by the time Saxo Bank expires physically settled contracts.

5. Data Subscription and Fees Applicable for real-Time Data

 By default, clients have access to delayed market data on the futures exchanges on which they are 
enabled to trade. To receive real-time data for futures trading, clients will have to subscribe to the 
individual exchanges. Clients will incur monthly subscription fees for the data they elect to receive in 
real time. Note that for Saxo Bank’s customers Globex data are free of charge. An Online Subscrip-
tion Tool is available on the trading platform. In the tool, clients will find a list of available exchanges 
and the applicable exchange fees. Clients will be able to subscribe and unsubscribe to services of 
their choice. The exchange subscription agreements can only be submitted via the Subscription 
Tool. View the Subscription Tool guide, also available on the trading platform. If the client already 
subscribe for Futures Contract data Futures Spread data are free of charge. 
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6. Transaction cost

 The pricing structure for Futures Spread is the same as for Futures contract; you are paying the two 
legs of the transaction.

7. Risk Based Portfolio Margins for Futures Spread

 With the introduction of Risk Based Portfolio Margin on Future Spread positions, Saxo Bank will be 
able to apply lower margins on spread positions, while maintaining sufficient margin levels reflecting 
the actual risk on the client’s positions more closely.

Margin Rates Report

Rates Valid From 23-JAN-2013   Mode Initial Margin Maint. Margin  Show

Margin Rates

Futures Base 
Contract

EC Currency USD

Description EUR/USD Figure Size 125,000

Combined Com-
modity

EC (EC, EM6, E7) Exchange GLOBEX

Initial / Mainte-
nance Ratio

1.10                 1.40 Spot Month 
Charge

Spot Month 
Charge (Spread)

0                        0

 
0                        0

Outright Charges

Tier Expiry (From – To) Margin Rate (USD) Discount Factor

Selected 
Rates

Current 
Rates

Change Se-
lected

Current

1 Feb 2013 - Dec 2013 6,500 5,700 14% 100% 100%

2 Jan 2014 - Dec 2014 5,540 5,000 11% 85% 88%

3 Jan 2015 - Dec 2015 4,700 4,300 9% 72% 75%

4 Jan 2016 - Jan 2023 2,500 2,300 9% 38% 40%

5 Jan 2017 - Jan 2023 2,350 2,175 8% 36% 38%
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Inter-Month Spread Charges

Tier 1 2 3 4 5

1 265 
 
7

205 
 

29%

500 
 

9

395 
 

27%

750 
 

10

600 
 

25%

1,200 
 

13

970 
 

24%

1,500 
 

15

1,200 
 

23%

2 130 
 
2

105 
 

24%

175 
 

4

145 
 

21%

225 
 

6

185 
 

22%

1,300 
 

14

1,085 
 

20%

3 125 
 

1

105 
 

19%

200 
 

5

165 
 

21%

1,000 
 

12

840 
 

19%

4 145 
 

3

120 
 

21%

900 
 

11

765 
 

18%

5 300 
 

8

255 
 

18%

Values displayed are only as an example and not valid in a production situation 

The Margin Rates Report provides a detailed over view of the margin rates that are used to calculate 
portfolio spread margins on future positions. Next to currently applied rates, clients can use the report to 
review the values in case new rates will be applied. It also allows clients to verify the previously applied 
rates up to five days back. In general, Saxobank will apply new rates two days after the exchange update 
their rates. This allows clients to take precautions incase their margin utilization is close to 100%.

8. Support

 The service center is trained to handle basic requests.
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1. Why trade Futures Spread?

 With Futures Spread Clients will be able to roll-out their positions from a single ticket without any 
legging risk or spread risk of execution.

 With the Risk Based Portfolio Margins for Futures Spread we will optimize the margin utilization of 
Saxo Bank clients.

2. Characteristics of Spread Traders

• Positions themselves between the speculator and the hedger. Rather than take the risk of exces-
sive price fluctuation

• Assumes the risk in the difference between two different trading months of the same futures, the 
difference between two related futures contracts in different markets. 

3. Saxo Bank Futures Spread Unique Selling Points

• Trade Futures Spread on agricultural products, oil and energies, base metals, precious metals, 
bonds, currencies, short-term interest rates, livestocks, softs and stock indices from one trading 
platform.

• Free access to Globex  real-time market data for Saxo bank’s customers

• Free Hightower report, the comprehensive daily research on the Futures markets available directly 
through Saxo Bank’s platforms for all live clients.

• Use stocks and bonds to fund your account and as collateral.

• Create a varied online investment portfolio on one single account – choose from a broad range 
of Futures , Forex, CFDs, Stocks and Options and create an ideal investment portfolio

PRODUCT BENEFITS
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1. What is Spread Trading?

 Spread trading is also sometimes referred to as “hedge trading,” because it involves a long (buying) 
position in one or more futures contract(s) and a short (selling) position in another similar or related 
contract(s). In other words, the purchased (long) contract is “hedged” by the sold (short) position to 
some extent.

2. Types of Spread?

 There are 3 types of Spread*:

• Intramarket Spread

• Intermarket Spread

• Inter-Exchange Spread

(*) Saxo Bank only provides Intramarket Spread.

3. If a client already subscribes for Futures data does he has to pay extra fees for 
Futures Spread data?

 No, as long as the client already subscribes for Futures data he doesn’t have to pay extra fees for 
Futures spread.

4. Are Futures Spread tradable form the award-winning downloadable SaxoTrader, 
WebTrader and SaxoTrader for iPhone, Android and iPad?

 Yes Futures spread will be available on all platforms

5. What kinds of order types are supported?

 Limit and market orders are supported; stop orders are not supported on Futures Spread.

6. Are margin lower on Futures Spread positions?

 Yes, with the introduction of Risk Based Portfolio Margin on Futures Spread positions, Saxo Bank will 
be able to apply lower margins on spread positions

7. With Futures Spread will clients be able to roll-out their existing positions?

 Yes, clients will be able to roll-out their existing positions from a single ticket without any legging 
risk or spread risk of execution.

8.	 How	are	fixed	the	commissions?

 Commissions are the same as for Futures Contracts meaning that when trading a Futures Spread a 
client is charged two legs.

FAQS
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Appendix 1: Tradable instruments

All Futures Spread contract listed under the following exchanges:

 CME 

 NYMEX

 COMEX

 CBOT

 Euronext Liffe

 Euronext Paris

 ICE

 Eurex

 SGX

 ASX

 HKEX

 TYO

Appendix 2: Platform screenshots

Instrument Explorer

APPENDICES
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Trading Board
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Appendix 3: What is Spread Trading?

Spread trading is also sometimes referred to as “hedge trading” because it involves a long (buying) posi-
tion in one or more futures contract(s) and a short (selling) position in another similar or related contract(s). 
In other words, the purchased (long) contract is “hedged” by the sold (short) position to some extent.

Rather than being concerned with absolute price levels of any specific market, spread traders are con-
cerned with the relative pricing of contracts. The key word is RELATIVE, as spread traders are speculating 
on price differentials between different futures contracts—not the absolute price level like the standard 
futures trader. The positions that a spread trader establishes usually—but not always—involve less risk 
than an outright futures position, because they involve at least a “long” and a “short” position in related 
markets. This means that if the general market advances or declines, one of the futures contracts theoreti-
cally should show a profit.

For example, the most common type of spread position established is known as an INTRAMARKET spread, 
which involves buying one futures contract and selling a different delivery month in the same market—
such as buying July Soybeans and selling November Soybeans.

The speculator establishing this position—long July and short November Soybeans—is not concerned 
with the absolute price level of soybeans, but in the RELATIVE PERFORMANCE of July Soybeans vs. No-
vember Soybeans. If July Soybeans increase in value relative to November Soybeans, the spread position 
will show a gain. However, if the July contract decreases in value relative to the November contract, then 
this position will result in a loss.

For example, assume that July Soybeans (SN) are trading at 1005 and November Soybeans (SX) are trading 
at 1050 when a long July, short November position is established—creating a spread price of -45 cents/bu.

CONTRACT PRICE SPREAD

July Soybean 1005

November Soybean 1050

SPREAD 1005-1050 =-45

Now, assume that the July contract (SN) increases by +50 cents/bu. and the November contract increases 
by +35 cents/bu. Under this scenario, the SPREAD would have moved from -45 cents/bu. to -30 cents/ bu., 
an increase of +15 cents/bu. for the position. 

In other words, when a spread moves from a larger negative number to a smaller negative number—such 
as from -45 to -30—a spread trader will reap a profit as the long position is increasing relative to the short 
position, despite the fact that both went up.
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Appendix 4: Spread Trading Mechanics

As mentioned, spread traders look at the price differential of the spread, rather than the absolute price 
levels. The contract that is viewed as “cheap” is purchased—or a long position is established). And the 
contract that is viewed as “expensive” is sold—or a short position is established. If market prices move as 
expected (meaning the long position gains in value relative to the short position), the trader profits from 
the change in the relationship between the prices.

The concern for a spread trader is the change in the relationship between the contract that he or she is 
long and the one that he or she is short. For example, assume that a trader is buying (long) July CBOT 
Wheat and Selling (short) December CBOT Wheat. The trader will profit from this position if any of the 
following five situations occur: 

 1. The long contract rises in price, while the short contract decreases. 

 2. The long contract rises in price, more than the short contract. 

 3. The long contract rises in price, and the short contract stays at the same price. 

 4. The long contract stays the same price, while the short contract’s price declines. 

 5. The long contract declines in price, less than the short contract.

The following are hypothetical examples of a Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) Wheat Spread between the 
July and December contracts, showing profitable trade scenarios.

Spread Example 1: Long Gains, Short Decreases

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 710 675 +35

Change +10 -5 +15

P&L $500 $250 +$750

Spread Example 2: Long Gains more than Short

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 710 685 +25

Change +10 -5 +5

P&L $500 $250 +$250
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Spread Example 3: Long Gains, Short Flat

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 710 680 +30

Change +10 -5 +10

P&L $500 $0 +$500

Spread Example 4: Long Flat, Short Decreases

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 700 675 +25

Change +10 -5 +5

P&L $0 $250 +$250

Spread Example 5: Long Declines Less Than Short

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 695 670 +25

Change -5 -10 +5

P&L -$250 $500 +$250

Obviously, the converse is also true! When the purchase contract (long) underperforms the sold contract 
(short), a loss will be incurred on the position. In the marketplace (especially in futures), there is no such 
thing as a “free lunch” and all speculation entails taking risk, including spreads.

So though some spreads have a basic bias, known as “Bull” and “Bear” spreads, the key to spread trading 
is in the relative performance of one futures contract to another. In other words, a spread trade is simply 
a speculation that one contract will outperform another contract, and profits and losses are calculated on 
the relative performance. 

The following are HYPOTHETICAL examples of a CBOT Wheat Spread between the July and December 
contracts, showing losing trade scenarios.
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Spread Example 1: Long Decreases, Short Increases

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 690 685 +5

Change -10 +5 +15

P&L $500 -$250 -$750

Spread Example 2: Long Falls more than Short

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 680 675 +5

Change -20 -5 -15

P&L -$1,000 +$250 -$750

Spread Example 3: Long Decreases, Short Unchanged

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 690 680 +10

Change -10 0 -10

P&L -$500 $0 -$500

Spread Example 4: Long Gains less Than Short

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 710 700 +10

Change +10 +20 -10

P&L $500 -$1,000 -$500

Spread Example 5: Long Declines More Than Short

Long Jul Short Dec Spread Jul-Dec

Day 1 700 680 +20

Day 2 690 675 +15

Change +10 -5 -5

P&L -$500 $250 -$250
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Appendix 5: Types of spreads

There are 3 types of spreads:

Intramarket Spreads

Officially, Intramarket spreads are created only as calendar spreads. You are long and short futures in the 
same market, but in different months. An example of an Intramarket spread is that you are Long July Corn 
and simultaneously Short December Corn.

Intermarket Spreads

An Intermarket spread (or Inter-commodity spread) can be accomplished by going long futures in one 
market and short futures of the same month in another market. For example: Short May Wheat and Long 
May Corn. Intermarket spreads can become calendar spreads by using long and short futures in different 
markets and in different months.

Inter-Exchange Spreads 

A less commonly known method of creating spreads is via the use of contracts in similar markets, but 
on different exchanges. These spreads can be calendar spreads using different months, or they can be 
spreads in which the same month is used. An example of using the same month might be Long December 
Eurobund and Short December US T-bonds.

Intramarket spreads will be part of the initial delivery and Inter-commodity spreads will be part of rollout. 
We will not cover Inter-Exchange Spreads.

The most common spread type traded is the Intramarket spread, also known as the Delivery spread. An 
Intramarket spread position attempts to take advantage of the price difference between two delivery 
months of a single futures market when the trader perceives the difference to be abnormal.

The Inter-commodity spreads, or trading one market against another is commonly done, and can theo-
retically include any commodity. However, only a few of the combinations of intercommodity spreads are 
exchange-recognized and receive a break in margins, as usually margins for spreads are lower. 

The most widely recognized Intercommodity spreads are as follows:

Grains Petroleum Financial Metals Currency Livestock

Corn/Wheat CrudeOil/ 
Gasoline

10YrNotes/ 
30Yr Bonds

Gold/ 
Platinum

Euro/Pound 
Canadian/Aussy

Live Cattle/ 
Lean Hog

Soybeans/Soymeal HeatingOil/ 
Gasoline

10 Yr Notes/ 
5 Yr Notes

Gold/Silver Yen/Pound Live Cattle/ 
Feeder Hog

Soybeans/Soyoil Euro/Swiss
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Appendix 6: Charting Spreads

Most futures traders base their decisions (at least partially) on the price action of the market in question 
via TECHNICAL ANALYSIS. Such analysis can and is also actively done by SPREAD Traders, with a little 
modification.

Spread charts are usually created on a “close only” basis, creating line charts as opposed to the normal bar 
charts (OHLC) that most traders are accustomed to. This is done because the only price for all contracts 
that can be stated as absolutely true at the same exact time is the settlement (Close) price—as such spread 
charts, which represent the price between two or more contracts, are usually drawn on a close only basis.

Close only pricing can be both an advantage and a disadvantage to traders. It is advantageous as traders 
do not need to monitor prices as closely during the day, as most spreads are less volatile. It is a disadvan-
tage as the spread traders’ reaction time may be slower.
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Appendix 7: How to draw a chart of a Futures Spread on the SaxoTrader & the WebT-
rader

Let’s suppose you want to draw the Dec13/Dec14 WTI Futures Spread.

First you are going to the instrument explorer window on the chart window

Secondly you selection the first instrument Dec13 WTI Futures contract
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Thirdly you select the second instrument to spread Dec14 WTI Futures Spread
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Go to Studies/comparative/RTO

Then select Spread
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Here is your Spread. Don’t forget to draw a daily chart.

You can add some studies like Moving Average, RSI etc…
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Appendix 8: Why trade Spreads?

The main reasons most professional traders state for trading spreads are:

 1. Lower risk

 2. Attractive margin rates

 3. Increased predictability

Because of their hedged nature, spreads generally are less risky than outright futures positions. Most of 
the professional traders who trade spreads usually cite this as their No. 1 reason. Since the prices of two 
different futures contracts (on the same commodity or different but related commodities) exhibit a strong 
tendency to move up or down together, spread trading offers protection against losses that arise from 
unexpected or extreme price volatility.

Of course, not all spreads have lower volatility than outright futures positions, but most do–as a spread 
position is hedged by a long contract and a short contract, or partially “hedged”.

Spreads offer “protection” because losses on one side of the spread are more or less offset by gains from 
the other side of the spread. For example, if the short (sell side) of a spread results in a loss due to an 
increase in price, the long (buy side) of the spread should produce a profit offsetting much (if not all) of 
the loss.

Because of the partially hedged nature of spread positions, spread margins tend to be margined at lower 
rate than outright futures positions. This is not always the case, but one can expect spread margins to be 
lower than outright futures positions as general rule of thumb. Like any other margin requirement, spread 
margin minimum levels are set by the exchange. 

Due to the generally lower margin levels charged for spread, traders are able to trade a large variety of po-
sitions, increasing their diversity. Also, because of the lower margin rates, which are function of volatility, 
spreads allow traders to risk a smaller percentage of their capital on any one trade, enabling lower capi-
talized traders to practice conservative money management like the commodity funds are supposed to-

Many spread traders feel that spreads are more predictable than outright futures positions. Some of this 
predictability could be due to lower risk involved in spreads-evidenced by the lower margin rates. With 
lower volatility, it is easier for the traders to take advantage of longer-term price moves. The lower volatil-
ity makes it easier for most traders to ride out corrections within major trends, instead of being shaken 
out of a position on these corrections, which often happens to straight futures traders. Also spreads are 
much less sensitive to sudden shocks to a market, such as news event or such. Because of this many trad-
ers feel they are more predictable.

Lastly, some feel the spread markets are more predictable because they are off the beaten path. Thou-
sands of systems have been developed for trading futures. As such, some of the strong tendencies of the 
market have shifted, because they have become so popular and well known. However, spread trading is 
still considered much too complicated or esoteric for many, and many of these spread market anomalies 
have not yet been worked out the market.
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Saxo Bank A/S Headquarters
Philip Heymans Allé 15
DK - 2900 Hellerup, Denmark
Web: www.saxobank.com

This is provided by Saxo Bank for informational purposes only and does not take into account special investment goals, the financial situation or specific require-
ments of individual users. You should carefully consider your financial situation and consult your financial advisor(s) as to the suitability of your situation prior to 
making any investment or entering into any transactions. Furthermore, please refer to Saxo Bank’s full General Disclaimer www.saxobank.com/disclaimer

     Danish banks are required to categorize investment products offered to retail clients depending the product’s complexity and risk as: green, yellow or red. Fur-
thermore, please refer to our Product Risk Categorisation www.saxobank.com/product-risk-categorisation. Futures Spread is categorized as a red product as it 

is considered an investment product with a high complexity and a high risk.


